What does mentoring mean?

mentor: menˈtər |mənˈtər|, -tər|
noun
1. a wise and trusted guide
2. an influential supporter and coach

What does mentoring mean for YOU?

If you’re looking for career guidance as a mentee, it means…
…you’re opening a whole new world of connections and building your professional network
…you’ll be able to get involved and cement relationships with alumni from Seton Hall

If you have advice and insight to offer as a mentor, it means…
…you can be a part of a community that helps Seton Hall students and recent graduates choose the right career path and make a successful transition into the workforce.

Through The Career Center’s alumni Pirate Mentoring Program, you’ll have the tools and ability to connect with people who are eager to learn—and eager to help others learn—about different career paths and share advice with those who have already been down that road.

Experience mentoring for yourself—Call The Career Center for more information at 973.761.9355.